Guidance Series for the development of Professional Accountancy Organisations

The Maturity Model in Action

GOVERNANCE
THE GOVERNANCE GUIDE
The growth and sustainability of any organisation
depends on the application of good governance
principles – a professional accountancy organisation
(PAO) is no different. A PAO’s ability to serve its
constituencies over the long term depends largely on
the quality of its governance.
A well‐governed organisation generates internal
advantages by operating efficiently and effectively, and
external advantages from the inherent trust and
confidence gained by stakeholders. The latter provides
a platform for the PAOs to influence and advocate a

they can then serve as a reliable partner who will act in
the public’s interest.
This guide provides the “why”, “what” and “how” of
governance for PAOs. It explains why a strong
commitment to good governance is important; what
the key components of a robust governance system
should be, based on recognised international
good‐practice frameworks; and how to use the
relevant tools, templates and examples to assist with
implementation. It is one of the publications under the
Maturity Model Guidance Series.

The Maturity Model Guidance Series
This Guidance Series is produced to support the Maturity
Model for the Development of Professional Accountancy
Organisations publication. The Maturity Model is a support tool
that allows professional accountancy organisations to take a
systematic approach to their organisational development,
helping them make decisions and carry out their commitment to
excellence, easily tracking their progress along the way.
The Maturity Model comprises sixteen key success areas (KSAs)
across four broad characteristics, which are presented around
the outside of the model as sustainability, relevance,
professionalism and member value. Each of these KSAs is
considered important; however, the emphasis may vary based
on the nature, focus and stage of development of an
organisation. Governance is included as a key success area.

International Federation of Accountants, 2009.
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The Operating Structure:

Our board sets itself annual goals

We have a formally established governance structure

New board members are given an orientation session to
prepare them for effective and efficient service on the board

Our ultimate governing body has clearly defined roles

Our board and its members are subject to annual
self‐assessment

Our board has clearly defined roles
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The issues emerging from the annual self‐assessment
are followed up and addressed

WHAT IS IN THE GUIDE?
Our board has a designated chair or leader

Our board understands the PAO’s finances and
monitors the financial condition regularly

Appropriate committees have been established

Our board
ensures
that internal
controls
are in place
and
WHY:
THE
CASE
FOR
GOOD
GOVERNANCE

Our management roles are separate from our board
roles (separation of oversight and executive powers)

effective

The guide Our
focuses
on design and implementation
CEO participates in board meetings but is not a
voting member of the board
considerations
from four perspectives:

…AND REAP THE BENEFITS OF STAKEHOLDER CONFIDENCE

The growth and sustainability of any organisation depends on the
application of good governance principles. In this respect, a PAO is no
has a communications
policy to over
ensure that
differentOur
to anyPAO
other organisation:
its ability to serve its constituencies
the longmembers,
term depends largely
on the quality
of its governance.
students
and other
stakeholders are aware

In its 2014 working paper, Governance and Development Outcomes in Asia,
the Asian Development Bank argues that “improvements in governance
along with the strengthening of the mechanisms by which governance affects
social development can deliver clear gains in development outcomes in
developing Asia.”4

are prepared and audited

Our CEO has a written job description

• Understanding stakeholder and member expectations –
balancing conformance and performance orientations
• Establishing a legal and constitutional framework – the
required governing documents
• Determining an operating structure – governing bodies
and interaction with management
• Implementing governance – principles, approaches and
behaviours for success

Good governance
creates aand
high‐performing
our priorities
activitiesorganisation by:

• Improving the ability of the board and management to support the
organisation’s long‐term success
• Ensuring that established strategic objectives are followed
• Establishing clear and proper oversight for the organisation to support
good decision‐making
• Managing risk to avoid problems and take advantage of emerging
opportunities
• Creating a culture that delivers social value and attracts members,
employees and suppliers through the instilling of appropriate values and
behaviours
• Providing accountability to all stakeholders
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A section on considerations for more advanced systems
is also included, addressing topics such as Board
composition and remuneration, types of committees,
and CEO arrangements, as well as some governance
‘red flags’.

TO CREATE
A HIGH‐PERFORMING
Our board ensures
that the PAO’s financialORGANISATION…
statements

ofGood governance
creates an effective
organisation
internally

Governance demonstrates to stakeholders that the PAO can serve as a reliable
partner and will act in the public interest. PAOs exercising good governance
therefore have a stronger starting position in any dialogue with regulators,
government agencies, development partners or the general public.

“

…efforts that focus on
supporting PAOs in
developing a sound
system of governance,
appropriately structuring
operations, and utilizing
strategic planning
Dependent upon its legal and constitutional arrangements, a PAO may be
accountable solely to its members, or the accountability may extend to
techniques will
governments and other stakeholders. Notwithstanding to whom it reports,
aid in positioning PAOs to
this accountability translates to the ability of the PAO to demonstrate that
take a greater role in
it uses its resources wisely, serves its membership, and is committed to
financial sector
Governance
is a vital part of the way PAOs operate. While some form of governance furthering
has always existed,
the
public interest.
the attention paid to governance issues has greatly evolved, particularly following various
corporate
and economic
growth.
Smaller
newer
PAOs,
often responses
with volunteer
staff,
collapsesand
and the
related
regulatory
since the
turnfairly
of theinformal
21st century6. This renewed
– focus
PAOonGlobal
governing
limited
budgets,
mayupdate
be tempted
to dismiss
the considered to represent best
governancebodies,
has ledand
to the
regular
review and
of documents
typically
Development Report
idea
of focusing
on governance
However,
earlyCorporate
commitment
to
practice
in the governance
area, principles.
including the
G20/OECD
Governance
Principles, last updated
3
good
a PAO
on a course
and,
MOSAIC
in lategovernance
2015; thesets
South
African
Code to
onsuccessful
Corporatedevelopment
Governance,
issued by that country’s
King , 2013
Whilst PAOs exist in differing country and cultural contexts, each usually
shares a key commonality: accountancy is regarded as a profession and,
as such, is expected to embrace high levels of integrity and competence in
everything it does – including its own operations. Good governance lies at
the heart of the PAO’s ability to do so.

IFAC REQUIREMENTS

”

”

eventually,
recognition
by stakeholders,
peers and
theand
public.
Committee,positive
of which
King IV was
issued in November
2016;
the UK Corporate Governance Code,
for which proposed revisions were issued for consultation in December 2017.

LEADERSHIP PRESPECTIVE

Consider Individual Circumstances

Trust in the profession was one of the leading themes of my presidency. The profession today suffers
from an unprecedented regulatory burden. But an antidote to overregulation is not simply ‘no
In its individual journey toward good governance, each PAO needs to consider its own environment, including
regulation’. Rather, it is professionalism. And professionalism is what the accountancy profession is
legal and regulatory requirements, local culture and traditions. That which works for one organisation may not
all about. When Lord Benson, also a former ICAEW president, was defining what a profession is, he
work for another. What constitutes fit‐for‐purpose good governance will also depend on the size, available
identified maintaining public trust as the central tenet of that definition. The trust begins with being a
resources and age of the PAO, and whether it was established as an independent organisation or within a
trusted advisor to clients. Therefore, it is crucial that we are managed by a professional organisation
government structure.
that sets itself apart from our individual interests and the interest of individual firms.
• When a PAO is–small
volunteer‐run,
governance
might
be about getting
the basicsin
in England
place and and
making
Pastand
President,
ICAEW
(Institute
of Chartered
Accountants
Wales)
sure that who is doing what is clear and that all involved work together to achieve the agreed objectives.
• When new and growing, but with limited resources and few if any staff, the focus may be on a few key
considerations rather than all the detail presented in this guide.
3 Memorandum of Understanding to Strengthen Accountancy and Improve Collaboration (MOSAIC) is a collaboration between IFAC and the
• When larger, governance might be about the need to demonstrate to members, the government, regulators,
international development community. https://www.ifac.org/mosaic
development partners, IFAC and other stakeholders how the organisation realises its stated mission through
the quality of its member services; how it regulates, investigates and disciplines members; and how it
ensures that the governance structure and policies are fit for purpose.
• Separately, when a PAO is independent, more options may be available for the form and composition of the
governing bodies, while those PAOs that are closely linked to government or regulatory systems may be
more restricted in this regard.

”
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The conformance orientation is of particular importance for young PAOs, as it can provide assurances to all stakeholders that
the PAO:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Adhering to the primary concepts of good governance is essential, even if a comprehensive governance
structure is not practicable. While different legal and regulatory frameworks give rise to a variety of mandates
and operating circumstances, the fundamental underpinnings of good governance are universal. To ensure
those underpinnings are in place, we suggest considering the topic of governance from four perspectives:

This guide is primarily aimed at professional accountancy
organisations (PAOs) without established or matured
governance systems. It focuses on practical guidance to
help PAOs achieve the minimum requirements for a
working system.
The ‘Advanced Considerations’ section not only
provides aspirational content to developing PAOs, but
may be useful to all PAOs irrespective of their maturity
since it focuses on common ongoing challenges and
complexities.

There
are manybehaviour
ways to structure
the board
and its sound
committees.
Ultimately,
each
PAO has
to decidemembers,
the
appropriate
and maintains
established,
policies
and internal
controls
to reassure
stakeholders
structure
that will work partners
best in itsthat
unique
circumstances.
A well‐established
enables the
board to work
and development
resources
are used
wisely and well.structure
A performance
orientation,
in turn, helps the PAO
effectively
maximises
the individual
of the board members
by creating
committees
that help
organise
create and
value
for its members
and talents
other stakeholders
by supporting
strategy
formulation,
planning
and decision making.
theWhen
board’s
work andthe
prepare
board members
decisions.on
Such
can also
balanced,
two orientations
allowfor
themaking
PAO toinformed
focus effectively
bothcommittees
value creation
and help
accountability.
to fully utilise board members’ skills and expertise, and can provide other members with opportunities to
become involved and serve the PAO.

“

good governance practices but also periodically evaluate

to be comfortable with this journey,
good governance will become a

CPA Ireland

LAWS
& REGULATIONS
Standing
Committees

Laws and regulations that PAOs typically need to comply with include, but are not limited to:
Standing committees are normally described in the bylaws and may include the following:
• Company laws (or specific laws for the PAO, including both non‐governmental and
i. Executive
Committee:
This committee is made up of the board chairperson, or president; the deputy
not‐for‐profit
organisations)
chairperson;
the secretary;
• Commercial
code and the treasurer. The executive committee has the authority to make certain
decisions
betweenand
board
meetings.
• Accounting
auditing
laws Its primary focus is on monitoring PAO performance.
ii. Finance
Committee:
The treasurer
usually
chairs this committee,
which provides financial oversight of the
• Financial
supervision,
banking
and investment
laws
PAO• and
advises the
board on financial strategies and budget preparation.
Employment
laws
iii. Audit
Committee:
Thisand
committee
advises
the legislation
board on matters of governance, risk, internal control,
• Data
protection
intellectual
property
internal
and external
audit.
It maintains a focus on monitoring the organisation’s compliance with laws and
• Health
and safety
regulations
internal
policies.
• Laws
relating to human rights and the prevention of discrimination
iv. Nominating
Committee:ofOften
led by the
deputy chairperson, this committee oversees the identification
• IFAC Statements
Membership
Obligations
and nomination of board or committee members and recommends preferred candidates to the principle
governing body.
v. Remuneration Committee: This committee is typically responsible for the recruitment, remuneration and
performance management of the CEO and management team (if any).

”

BOARD AND COMMITTEE RECRUITMENT:
DIVERSITY, REPRESENTATION AND SELECTION
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Attracting
members to governance bodies can be difficult, especially for new and growing
6 “Evaluatingnew
and Improving Governance in Organizations”, International Good Practice Guidance, IFAC PAIB Committee,
PAOs.
It is therefore
surprising to2009.
find some PAO boards retaining the same members for a long
International
Federationnot
of Accountants,
time. But there are many advantages in rotating board members. A regular rotation can introduce
new skills, perspectives and resources; keep boards from stagnating; and help PAOs involve a wider
membership.

HOW: TOOLS, TEMPLATES AND EXAMPLES

Ongoing Committees
Normally
notQUESTIONS
prescribed in the bylaws, ongoing committees canASSESSMENT
be tailored as the board
sees fit for achieving
ACTION TIMELINE
PRIORITY
GUIDING
the mission of the organisation. They might include a membership
an
(S)
High (H)committee, Short-term
Yes (Y)committee, a research
education committee, a professional standards committee and technical
committees. Low (L)
Medium-term (M)
Partly (P)

assist in the application of good governance. They are based on

Well‐resourced
PAOs oftendocuments
have a separate
nominations
committee
that comprises
a small number
relevant governance
used
by mature
PAOs
and other
of
independent persons,
usually boardNot
directors.
Its roledocuments
is to ensure balanced
representation and
non‐governmental
organisations.
all of these
in their entirety
diversity
the board and
committees.
Such
a committee
typicallythem
followstoana open
and transparent
may beon
applicable
to every
PAO. In
addition,
in applying
specific
process
select the bestPAOs
personshould
for the take
job within
of required
personal abilities,
national toenvironment,
carethetocontext
consider
local laws,
representation
needs
andrelevant
gender balance.
regulations and
any
national governance guidelines that may be

MEMBER INDUCTION

Long-term (L)

Our board approved a fit‐for‐purpose funding and
business model and strategy
Individuals with specific expertise can be selected to serve on advisory committees, as they are for some special
Our board
continuously
ensures
risks areseeks
identified
purpose
committees,
if a board
orthat
committee
information or advice in understanding difficult or complex
and documented
issues.
These issues may include regulatory reform, public policy, student or membership demographics, or
international developments and trends. These committees can often provide additional resources and fresh
We have an explicit board‐member recruitment and
perspectives to the board, as well as a potential source of new governance leaders and members.
succession‐planning policy

Advisory Committees

How 1: High‐Level Scan

PRIORITY
High (H)
Low (L)
N/A

N/A

Implementing Governance:
Ad hoc committees or task forces are created to complete defined tasks in a specified timeframe, such as
fundraising
a special
often
making and
thembig-picture
very productive. They are usually disbanded after their task is
Our boardorfocuses
onevent,
strategic
leadership
complete.
thinking and does not micromanage the PAO

Induction processes for new members have many benefits, and the PAO will find it
worthwhile investing the time to create a high‐quality induction, or orientation,
programme. New board members can get to know their colleagues while learning the
issues facing the PAO, and they can get a sense of the PAO’s culture and values.
Induction materials typically include the governing documents, excerpts from relevant
legislation, recent board minutes, the PAO’s strategy, the current work plan, the budget,
The following is a continuous improvement scan designed to assist PAOs in making initial notes about the state of health
the most recent audited financial statements and the annual report.
of their governance system, the priorities to address and timelines for action. Note that this scan is not exhaustive. PAOs
operate within different legal environments and may serve different parts of the accountancy profession.
ASSESSMENT
Yes (Y)
Partly (P)
No (N)

No (N)

Ad Hoc Committees or Task Forces

regarded as appropriate benchmarks.

GUIDING QUESTIONS
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Whilst the executive and finance committees may be more suited to an operations focus and, in the early stages
of a PAO, some governance‐related roles, it is the audit, nominating and remuneration committees that one
would expect to play key governance roles as the PAO matures. These committees are specifically referred to,
and recommended under, the UK Corporate Governance Code.

Board diversity is also important, and not only in terms of age, gender and ethnicity. The pressures
on PAOs are increasing and conflicts of interest are a growing concern; as a result, top organisations
are seeking board members from all levels of the profession, from academia, from many different
sectors and even from outside the profession. Board members from outside of traditional
board‐recruitment circles can also help prevent “groupthink,” in which group peer pressure
discourages creativity or individual responsibility in decision‐making. They represent new networking
opportunities and often introduce more ambitious expectations and innovative ideas than a static or
less
board.
Thisdiverse
section
provides practical tools, templates and examples to
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Working effectively and efficiently to manage risk and achieve strategic and operational goals
Evaluating the ongoing relevance and success of the current strategy
Overseeing strategy implementation
Aligning the PAO’s operations and resources with its strategic goals
Evaluating the PAO environment and making decisions in response to changing conditions

TYPES
OF COMMITTEES
A conformance orientation helps maintain the PAO’s good reputation by ensuring that it demonstrates compliant and

As
noted earlier, this guide is primarily aimed at PAOs without established or
• Understanding stakeholder and member expectations
mature governance systems. It focuses on practical LEADERSHIP
guidance to help
PAOs
PRESPECTIVE
• Establishing a legal and constitutional framework
achieve the minimum requirements for a working system.
Once a base system
Good governance is not a position
• Determining an operating structure
is in place, it will need to be subject to a regular effectiveness review and continuous
or a place. It is a journey.
• Implementing governance
improvement. The governance system should grow with the PAO, addressing more
When you appreciate that you have
complex
and challenges
over time.
Successfulneeds
organisations
not only establish
and adhere to
To
provide
some
material, the
following section includes some
results
to ensure
theaspirational
continuing effectiveness
of their
This attitude is key
examples
of matters to consider in moving towardslivea issue.
more
advanced
governance systems. To find help with performing an initial
to continuous
improvement of
governance system. These matters, while included as “advanced
considerations”,
scan of the state of governance arrangements in a PAO,
a PAO’s governance.
may be addressed early on in the process of establishing a governance
system,
please refer to How 1: High‐Level Scan (page 23).
Chief Executive Officer,
depending on the specific needs and circumstances of a given –PAO.

Has established governing documents and governance structures
4 Sen, Kunal.
Complies
with
all relevant
rules
and regulations
Governance
and
Development
Outcomes in Asia, ADB Economic Working Paper Series, Asian Development Bank, January 2013.
5 See
Has
systems
in place
to 1.1.e.
generate
financial and non‐financial information in accordance with written policies and procedure
IFAC Bylaws,
Article
https://www.ifac.org/about‐ifac/structure‐governance/constitution
Ensures that its fiduciary responsibilities are met
Has developed a robust decision‐making process

The performance orientation focuses on strategy and value creation. It includes the following actions:

ADVANCED CONSIDERATIONS

WHO SHOULD USE
THE GUIDE?

“

A strong and
well‐governed
professional
accountancy
organization (PAO)
THE LAST WORD
produces and sustains
A well‐governed organisation generates internal advantages from operating
a strong accountancy
and effectively, and derives external advantages from the inherent
1.efficiently
UNDERSTANDING
STAKEHOLDER AND profession that is able
trust and confidence of stakeholders. In contrast, when there is an
to serve the public
organisational
failure, poor
governance is often the cited culprit.
MEMBER
EXPECTATIONS
interest and contribute
The case for good governance can, in fact, be reinforced by observing
Regardless of the size of the PAO, the governance system should be set up to balance
two fundamental
orientations:
to economic
stability
outcomes from bad governance, which is frequently characterised by one
conformance and performance.
and growth.
or more of the following:
– Establishing
PERFORMANCE
CONFORMANCE
• A lack of, or change
in, strategic direction due to poor staff continuity or
Governance: A Guide
insufficient knowledge sharing
•The
Poor
use of resources
due to inadequate
internal controls
for Professional
governance
arrangements
and practices
that
The governance arrangements
and practices that
•direct
Inappropriate
decision‐making
arising from control
in the handsdirect
of a few
and oversee
the PAO’s compliance
with legal
and oversee the PAO’s
overall results, including
Accountancy
•and
Flawed
decisions
resultingand
fromaccountability
deficient information
policy
requirements
to the
the successful delivery of member services and other
Organizations IFAC,
•membership
Insufficient checks
and balances
due to including
inadequatethe
demarcation
between
and other
stakeholders,
programs.
2013
governance
and
management
public interest.
IFAC’s membership criteria require PAOs to maintain good governance5. In
effect, to achieve general and international recognition, aspiring and
established PAOs have to demonstrate that they are well-governed.

WHAT: THE KEY COMPONENTS

“

Good governance
creates an effective
organisation
externally

By adopting good governance principles, PAOs gain two key attributes:
credibility in the eyes of external stakeholders and the consequent trust of
those stakeholders. These attributes are vital to working in the public policy
arena. They provide a platform from which to influence and to26
advocate.

Board members and staff are required to sign
conflict‐of‐interest declarations annually
Our board sets high ethical standards and has a written
code of conduct for board and staff members

ACTION TIMELINE
Short-term (S)
Medium-term (M)
Long-term (L)
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Our board has a clear set of policies and procedures for its
own operation

The Legal and Constitutional Framework:

Our board meets regularly, with dates set in advance

Our governing documents reflect local legal and
regulatory requirements

Our chair knows how to lead discussions and maintain
meeting discipline, and includes all members in necessary
work

Our governance arrangements are explicitly
documented

Our board sets itself annual goals

A sufficiently comprehensive set of written operating
policies is in place and has been communicated to all
relevant stakeholders

New board members are given an orientation session to
prepare them for effective and efficient service on the
board

The Operating Structure:

Our board and its members are subject to annual
self‐assessment

We have a formally established governance structure

The issues emerging from the annual self‐assessment are
followed up and addressed

Our ultimate governing body has clearly defined roles
Our board has clearly defined roles

Our board understands the PAO’s finances and monitors
the financial condition regularly

Our board has a designated chair or leader

Our board ensures that internal controls are in place and
effective

Appropriate committees have been established
Our management roles are separate from our board
roles (separation of oversight and executive powers)

Our board ensures that the PAO’s financial statements are
prepared and audited

WHERE TO OBTAIN THE GUIDE?

Our CEO participates in board meetings but is not a
voting member of the board

Our PAO has a communications policy to ensure that
members, students and other stakeholders are aware of
our priorities and activities

Our CEO has a written job description

23
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The Guide is available on the CAPA website (www.capa.com.my) in
electronic format and can be downloaded at no charge. Printed copies
can be requested from the CAPA Secretariat.
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The Confederation of Asian and Pacific Accountants (CAPA) is recognised by the global accountancy profession,
represented by the International Federation of Accountants (IFAC), as a regional organisation representing national
PAOs in Asia Pacific. CAPA’s mission is to develop, coordinate and advance the accountancy profession in the
region by, inter alia, contributing to the formation and growth of sustainable accountancy organisations.
This guide is also endorsed and recommended by IFAC to all existing and aspiring PAOs around the world.

Unit 10‐3, Level 10, Menara Sentral Vista, 150, Jalan Sultan Abdul Samad, 50470 Kuala Lumpur, MALAYSIA.
Tel : +603 ‐ 2714 5435 / +603 ‐ 2714 5436 www.capa.com.my

